V
REVOLUTIONIZING
THE SHOPPER’S PATH TO PURCHASE

The world of shopper marketing has forever

been transformed, as the power now rests
squarely in the hands of the shopper. The
linear path to purchase is dead. Now, shopping
journeys are complex, involving multiple
channels, steps and decision points.
ShopperScopeSM was born out of the necessity
to understand this evolved, highly empowered
shopper—to unearth the emotions, motivations
and needs surrounding her behaviors. This tool
has generated breakthrough category insights
and recommendations that have the ability to
move our shoppers to action and purchase.
This submission illustrates the opportunities
that are revealed when marketers look through
a holistic and undeniably shopper-centric lens
when tackling their marketing challenges.
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The New Face of Shopper Marketing
Shopper marketing will never be the same. A
proliferation of tools and technology has shifted power
from manufacturers and retailers to shoppers alone,
changing our definition of shopping. Today’s shoppers
analyze products and make purchase decisions wherever
and whenever, and they are capable of transacting at any
point in their journey.

SHOPPING
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> In-Store

This new definition
compelled us to
consider a fresh
approach to
understanding
shopper behavior—
one that extends
beyond the store.
The fact is, shoppers now use multiple channels
to shop and purchase along a path that is
anything but linear.
Shopping behavior transcends channel and is
shaped by the category. Our shopper isn’t a
“mobile shopper” or an “online shopper.” She
isn’t a “catalog shopper” or an “in-store shopper.”
She is just a shopper. In order to win with her, we
must start everything with her in mind.
The shopper—not the channel, not the retailer—
must anchor our every effort.
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We call this philosophy “Shopper Back.”
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To create the most effective solutions for our clients, we needed to reimagine the path to purchase. The journey is
complex and goes beyond the awareness, consideration and trial stages our most sophisticated clients live by.

Our goal: To create a
tool that would bring
our shopper’s journey
to life. To reveal the
nuances and drivers
behind her behaviors.
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To map her nonlinear
process from shopping to
buying to participating.
To walk in her shoes.

We Had Knowledge.
We Just Didn’t Have the Bigger Picture.
We started by examining the research and tools already
at our disposal, and determined they were not sufficient.
The existing knowledge had too many gaps.

1. Most data only reflected buying behavior at shelf or consumer mindset at home.
It didn’t account for any of the activities shoppers engaged in before purchase. It also didn’t
explore any activities after purchase.

2. Info on new tools was isolated by channel.
It didn’t reflect the reality of the increasingly multichannel shopping approach. It also didn’t
connect to other points in the shopper journey, leaving us to speculate how channel X related
to channel Y.

3. Most information was just data, not insights.
It lacked the depth and emotional richness needed to truly inspire our creative product.
We had a slew of numbers on what shoppers did but very little on why.
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To humanize the
data and unearth
real shopper insights,
we developed a
breakthrough
tool.
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An Innovative Approach
ShopperScopeSM aids in the development of shopperinspired strategies across a brand’s entire business by
using qualitative and quantitative research methods and
analysis to complete the bigger picture.
ShopperScopeSM functions at the category level to
reflect how shoppers truly engage, and it is foundational
in scope. It lives beyond a single assignment and
endures to shape a brand’s total approach to shoppers.

More specifically, ShopperScopeSM helps fill knowledge gaps by:
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•

Capturing the shopper’s holistic path across all channels, highlighting
all points of entry, exit and engagement to offer a more robust look at
each activity in all its complexity.

•

Connecting the dots between the various channels to provide a 		
clear understanding of how each channel frames and shapes the next.

•

Going beyond data points to uncover needs, mindsets and motivations
to provide true insights about shopping behaviors.

The ShopperScopeSM Way

We’ve successfully leveraged
ShopperScopeSM across a number of
businesses. The following case details
one of our first projects.
Our client had been breaking ground
in marketing for years, but when
it came to shoppers, they often
built solutions in silos, resulting in a
disjointed view of their brand. At the
same time, the briefs—chock-full of
consumer learning—lacked the true
shopper insights required to inspire
breakthrough creative work.
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Starting with the client’s segmentation study, we
focused on adding the shopper dimension to their
priority targets. Because ShopperScopeSM is built
around uncovering true behaviors and underlying
motivations, our methodology was ethnographic at
its core.
Prior to any interview, we asked each respondent
to complete homework, including taking us into
their homes to show us how the products fit into
their lives, drawing a road map of their most recent
shopping experience and reflecting on their needs
throughout their shopping journey.

Then we met with each respondent to discuss
their experience in depth—probing to capture the
emotions driving their actions.
Finally, we went shopping with them to see if their
actual behavior varied from what they claimed. In an
observational role, we saw firsthand the whats, hows
and whys of their journeys.
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ShopperScopeSM brought some impactful category dynamics to life. For example, although we looked exclusively
at one category, we uncovered four distinct shopper types and unique engagement opportunities.

Methodical
Megan*
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Just-the-Basics
Beth

*Actual names have been disguised to protect client confidentiality.

Systematic
Susan

Experiential
Evelyn

Methodical Megan

Different shoppers
go through different
stages of shopping.

They have different
motivations propelling
them through
those stages.

They rely on different tools
and have different points of
engagement.

1. Filtering information

1. Identify potential

1. Duty-free magazine

7. Department stores

2. Collecting credentials

2. Get informed

2. Trusted advisors

8. Email newsletters

3. Investigating sources

3. Validate opinion

3. Magazine ads

9. Demos

4. Getting consultation

4. Obtain personalized recommendation

4. Beauty website editor rankings

10. Samples

5. Evaluating products

5. Affirm decision

5. Search engines

11. Drugstores

6. Refining regimen

6. Maximize results

6. Branded websites

12. Grocery stores

7. Re-evaluating routine

7. Enhance benefits

1. Needing new product

1. Getting something new

1. Packaging

2. Selecting product

2. Solve problem

2. CVS email

3. Needing other product

3. Get replacement

3. CVS Extra Bucks

4. Selecting product

4. Get good value

4. Friend

5. Using products

5. Finish product

5. Sale
6. CVS Loyalty Card

Just-the-Basics Beth

1. Planning ahead

1. Manage time and money

1. Sunday coupons

7. Retailer credit card

2. Collecting tidbits

2. Focus on herself

2. Retailer circular

8. Shopping list

3. Browsing possibilities

3. Confirm product is still best

3. Magazine editorial

4. Re-evaluating needs

4. Find a new solution

4. Coupons

10. Brand

5. Endcap display

11. Trusted source

6. Beauty award

Systematic Susan

1. Impulsive shopping

1. Keep up with latest trends

1. Retailer newsletter

6. Friend

2. Social shopping

2. Give herself a mood boost

2. Retailer and manufacturer websites

7. Sales associate

3. Routine shopping

3. Replenish and explore possibilities

3. Consumer reviews

8. Demo

4. Magazine editorial

9. Reviews

5. Purchase incentives
Experiential Evelyn

9. Multipurpose store

10. Endcap displays
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Inspiring Outputs
For each of the four shopper types, we developed two
outputs that captured the key findings.
1. Shopper Persona
A detailed depiction of the target through the lens of the category.
The shopper persona captures the target as a person, a consumer
and, most importantly, a shopper.
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Stores

Inspiring Outputs

2. Shopper Experience Model
An illustration of the steps she goes through in a given process.
It diagnoses how she shops and buys and how she experiences
products, services or environments.
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MOTIVATION

FILTERING
INFORMATION

2

PRODUCTS

COLLECTING
CREDENTIALS

Identify potential

3

Get informed

• Duty-Free Magazine
• Trusted Advisor
• Magazine Ad

TOOLS

Most importantly, the
SEEKING
Shopper Experience
OBSESSED
Model brings the holistic
journey to life, synthesizing
the learning in a digestible
yet inspiring way.

1

TIME

Shopper Experience Model

CONSULTANCY

STAGE

INFORMATION

Anti-Aging Skincare

5

Obtain personalized
recommendation

• Department Store
• Beauty Advisor

WEEK 3

GETTING
CONSULTATION

4

Validate her opinion

• Beauty Website Editor Ranking
• Search Engine
• Brand Website

WEEK 1

INQUIRING
SOURCES
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Affirm her decision

• Email Newsletter
• Department Store
• Brand Representative
• Demo

WEEK 4

REGIMEN

EVALUATING
PRODUCTS

• Samples

WEEK 7

REFINING
REGIMEN

7

Maximize results

RE-EVALUATING
ROUTINE
Enhance benefits

• Retailer Website
• Drugstore
• Grocery Store

WEEK 8

WEEK 10

2 YEARS LATER

HOW KIMBERLY SHOPS

“I like to know as much as
possible before I buy.”
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II.com
SK-

“Wow - instant visible
results and long-term
damage repair. It’s almost
too good to be true.”

“Hi Kim, here's your
special order of Progres.”

“I really see and feel a
difference with the Essence
sample, but the other samples
don’t work any better than
my current brands.”

“By the way, Marcy, what
do you think of SK-II?
Their ad said you had it
here…but I guess you
can't get it in the US.”

“I wonder which product
will work best on my lines."
“This site is no good, I need
to go see the product in the
store.”

Beauty Advisor

GROCERY
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“Oh, you use SK-II and
Japanese women love it?
What is Pitera?”
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beauty advisor
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Magnifying Glass

ONLINE

DEPARTMENT STORE

rah magazin
Op

“I'm going to replace my
Kiehl's with SK-II Essence.
But I’m going to stick to my
$15 Vita-K spot cream same results for much less.”

“My SK-II must not be
working anymore, I need
something more potent.”

S

SEM ENTS

Beauty Binder

• Steps, triggers, 		
drivers and hierarchy
of importance
Skincare Shopper
• Emotions felt during Experience Model
SKIN
the process
ESSENTIALS
• Expectations 			
and experiences
• Influencers and 		
touchpoints
• Missed opportunities
and key decisions
MAP LEGEND

“I decide at shelf – price and
packaging help me make my
selection.”
Developed
by

MOTIVATION

PRODUCTS

•

1

2

NEEDING A
SELECTING
• Gets a pedicure and sees SK-II Essence
• Marcy, her Bloomies lady, calls to tell
Has been collecting
skincareCLEANSER
NEW
A CLEANSER
listed in Top 10 anti-aging ranking in
Oprah magazine

information for years and feels
knowledgeable in the category

Get in
something
• Sees SK-II products
duty-free
magazine for sale on the plane

new

• A co-worker whom she admires sees
• Packaging
the products and tells her SK-II Facial
• CVS Email
Treatment Essence is "the best stuff in
• CVS Extra Bucks
the world"
• Looks for SK-II Essence 1
in DAY
duty-free
cart, and sees it's sold out
EMail W
• A week later, while browsing
CVS her
magazine, notices an ad for SK-II
Essence and sees it's sold at Saks and
Bloomingdale’s

her that her hard-to-find Lancôme
Progres eye cream is in stock

•

REGIMEN
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NEEDING A
Receives MOISTURIZER
an email from SK-II offering a
free skin consultation and analysis
along with rarely provided samples at
Saks

Get a replacement
Goes to Bloomingdale’s to buy four
• Goes to TotalBeauty.com to obtainSolve a
• problem
reviews on SK-II and notices an SK-II
bottles of Lancôme Progres, her "in
• Reminded of a pair of Manolo Blahniks
product received an Allure "Best of
the drawer behind the counter"20
she's been coveting at Saks, so goes
Beauty Award"
year obsession
there to "visit" them and decides to
• Packaging
• Packaging
stop by the SK-II counter
• Friend
• Searches SK-II online, sees a Saks paid
• Asks Marcy about her thoughts on
• CVS Loyalty Card
link and an SK-II link. Clicks on the SK-II
SK-II and to direct her to the counter
• An SK-II medical aesthetician gives her
brand link
a consultation and impresses her with
the face scanner
analysis and demo
• Marcy confirms it's a great brand, but
2-4 MINUTES
5 DAYS
that Bloomingdale’s doesn't carry it
• Reads about SK-II Essence and learns
that it is made of over 90% Pitera
• Goes home with her new samples but
still skeptical of the involved,
• Feels betrayed by SK-II
expensive, long "ritual"
• Uses the skincare personalization tool,
signs up for e-alerts and chats with a
live beauty consultant
1 WEEK LATER

HOW ERICA SHOPS

TOOLS

KEY DECISION

TIME

MISSED OPPORTUNITY

PATH

SHOPPING TRIGGER

STAGE
ACTIVITIES

BUYING TRIGGER

Aveeno Face Wash

HOME

SK-II Essence since she didn't consider
asking when she was at the counter

5
•

but now feels she needs something
that will make her skin firmer

Get a good value
Get •through
bottles
Taps intoall
herthe
deep
knowledge of
• Sees there's a free shipping offer which

• Decides that it may actually be better
than the Kiehl's Abyssine Lotion she's
been using
• Packaging
• Sale
• Conversely, feels the other SK-II
• CVS Loyalty Card
samples fall short of her current trusted
brands

entices her to buy the product online
• Goes to CVS to replenish Vita-K and
• Packaging
cotton balls
• Stops at Safeway to buy some
groceries and picks up olive oil which

3-4 MINUTES she uses as makeup remover

• Not surprised because she believes
one brand can't do everything well

skincare products and is on the pursuit
to find the next best solution for her
skin needs
• About to go on an international trip,
goes to Sephora, gets saleslady’s
recommendation and picks up an Ole
Henriksen
travel kit to sample the
3 MONTHS
products

• Pleasantly surprised when she receives
SK-II order two days early and it comes
with a free Saks makeup bag

HOME

Olay

Neutrogena

SALE

Dove Body Wash
“My face has been
breaking out lately, I need
a different cleanser my
face isn't used to.”

Deals

“I'm willing to pay a little more
to clear my complexion.”
“I can hold off without
moisturizer for a few days
- my skin will be okay.”
“I can use these Extra Bucks
on a new body wash.”

Packaging

4

loves SK-II Essence - her skin is
brighter, more moisturized and
smoother

USING
Has
been using SK-II for two years,
PRODUCTS

Aveeno

• Frustrated with live chat experience
and thus disappointed with the brand

This information is proprietary and confidential.

•

SELECTING A
Uses the samples for one week
and
• Visits Saks.com to find out the price of
MOISTURIZER

“I can't believe these brands
have so many options - it's
overwhelming.”
“I know Olay and Neutrogena
both work well on my skin,
it's the price that helps me
decide.”

“Oh well, I'll use it until it
runs out - even if the tint
stains my pillow.”

$

Loyalty Card

VS

“I need to stop by
CVS today.”

CLEA

“My shower is getting so
cluttered with so many
bottles - but I'll use them
eventually.”

RIZERS

NSER

S

MOISTU

A
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ueak

*Sq
EXTR
BUCKA
S

MAP LEGEND

E

SAL

SHOPPING TRIGGER

MISSED OPPORTUNITY

KEY DECISION
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ACTIVITIES

BUYING TRIGGER

• Has been noticing some recent breakouts
on her face

• Scans the cleanser aisle at CVS looking for
something new that will tame her breakouts

• About to run out of her Aveeno Active
Naturals Moisturizer

• Sees her Neutrogena Deep Clean Cleanser
is running low

• Notices the Aveeno Clear Complexion and
remembers trying it at her friend's house

• Decides to wait to replace it until she has
another reason to go to CVS

• Decides she needs to go to CVS that day to
buy a new cleanser

• Appreciates the straightforward label and sees
that it has microbeads, so puts it in her basket

• A few days later, remembers she needs to
refill her prescription at CVS, so goes on her
way home from work

• Happens to get an email from CVS saying
her Extra Bucks are about to expire

• Passes by the body wash products and thinks
she may be running out

• Prints them for this trip because she doesn't
want to miss out on using them

• Notices the colorful, clean packaging of the
Dove Go-Fresh Pomegranate and decides to
go ahead and try it since she has her Extra
Bucks

• At the moisturizer aisle, immediately narrows
down to her three go-to brands (Aveeno,
Neutrogena and Olay)
• Decides she wants a moisturizer with an SPF
for summer
• Dismisses Aveeno because she's bored with
it and it's not on sale
• Scans the sea of packaging and labels to see
if one with SPF catches her eye
• Notices the simple, clean packaging of the
Neutrogena Defense Daily Moisturizer with
SPF 30 and also spots a sale sign
• Sees the sophisticated, simple package of
Olay Complete with SPF 15, but thinks it may
be too heavy for summer, and it's full price

• Disappointed with the moisturizer because
she realizes that it's tinted
• Won't buy a separate product for night
– will wait until she finishes the tinted one
• She loves her facial cleanser–her skin has
cleared up
• She also enjoys the pomegranate body wash
– it's a new addition to her half empty bottle
collection – and another option to match her
morning mood

IMPULSIVE SHOPPING

MODE

MODE

MODE

ng Skincare

SOCIAL SHOPPING

ROUTINE SHOPPING

Sep
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m
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agazi
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MOTIVATION

Re
ge
Demo

RMANCE
EKER

STAGE
ACTIVITIES
TOOLS
TIME

Trends

SHOPS

TRIGGER

• Sunday coupons
• Retailer circular

DAY 1

Sunday
C

• Remembers wanting to try a new Urban
Decay lip stain product that she read about
in Elle magazine (she loved the color), so
she adds that to her order
GYM

• While at the salon, reads Allure and
ne
notices
an ad for a new product, Olay
Regenerist Anti-Aging Eye Roller which
gets her thinking about “needing”
something different for her eyes

DAY 5
• Loves the form of the product – it’s
something she’s never seen before – and
loves the idea that it will feel like a mini
eye massage

STEP 2
• After their pedicures, her friend says she
needs to go to the Benefit store to pick up
a replacement
lipstick and
“Her
skin looks so smooth
moisturized – I love my Olay

I wonder
if this
would
• but
Never
one to
pass
up a shopping
work
better?” she says she’d love to join
opportunity,
her – plus she hasn’t been to the Benefit
store in a while

STEP 1
• Realizes it’s been two weeks since her last
trip to Target and now has an itch to get
her shopping “fix”
• Makes her usual stops throughout the store
to see what’s being featured in each of her

TARGET

• The sales associate sells her on the idea
that it’s like having “an instant eyelift”
“I know
I’m going
to end up– likes how it
• She
samples
the product
with my Total Effects because
feels
on her skin and loves how it smells,
it works so well on my skin,
sobut
sheI still
buysenjoy
it browsing the
other skincare products.”

STEP 3
• After using it for a week, she isn’t able to
see any real differences, so she stops using
it but decides to keep it anyway – figures
she’ll find another use for it

RE-EVALUATING
NEEDS

• Brand
• Trusted sources

favorite departments including the beauty
al Effects
Olay Tot
“treats”

• Her friend convinces her that it’s worth
the splurge to avoid under-eye darkness
in the future

• Goes to the Benefit website and leaves a
negative review to warn others that the
product doesn’t do what it promises

BEAUTY

Find a new solution

• Shopping list
• Multi-purpose store
• Familiar layout

no
ee
Av

ary and confidential.

Manufacturer coupon
Endcap
Beauty award
Retailer coupon
Retailer credit card

DAY 3

• Visits the eye care section since it’s now on
her mind and sees a featured product she
has never heard of called “Ooh La Lift”

• Decides it’s a must-buy and she can use it
as an additional product in her regimen, so
adds it to her cart

Confirm her current product
is still the best for her
•
•
•
•
•

STEP 1
• In need of a “pick me up,” she calls her
girlfriend who suggests they get a pedicure
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BROWSING
POSSIBILITIES

• Sees an endcap in the skincare department
featuring new products

SC

• Chooses two new fragrances and a skin
• She’s unclear of what coconut water is, but
“energizer” as her free samples
remembers reading an article in Life & Style
about it being all the rage
andI is
intrigued
“While
haven’t
run out • Makes her purchase using her previously
of Olay yet, I have to
stored payment information
use and
this coupon
I can
• Clicks on the product page
notices– the
always
use5a back-up.”
product has a rating of 4.9
out of
• Reads all six reviews and is excited to see
that people are “in love” with it; it “smells
like a delicious tropical drink” and it “gives
skin a subtly smooth velvety finish”

3

M

Stop Watch

Tar
ge

• Goes to check out but sees that she can
qualify for free shipping if she adds $10
more to her order, plus she’ll also get free
ping Lis
hop
t
Ssamples

NEW

“You look great now, but
remember, you don’t want
to have those dark circles
under your eyes in a few
years, like your sister.”

ay
Ol

PATH

OPPORTUNITY

pon
ou

• Clicks on the “just arrived” link which takes
her to these products on Sephora.com;
drawn to a new product called “Super
Hyper Hydrator with Coconut Water”
made by Dr. Perricone, labeled as a
Sephora
“Exclusive”
HOME

TAR

“I love Target because I can
always get my go-to products,
but I can also find a new ‘treat’
like this new eye roller.”

Reviews

Focus on herself
• Magazine editorial

STEP 1
• Checks her email and sees a message
from Sephora, opens it and notices a link
about “just arrived” skincare products
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ACTIVITIES

perience Model

MOTIVATION

New

G
TAR

Olay MSC
“I promise you’re going
to see immediate results
with this product.”

JUST
ARRIV
ED

NEW

T-FORWARD

3 YEARS LATER
• Notices the Olay Regenerist Anti-Aging
Eye Roller she saw in Allure magazine and
decides to try it since the Benefit eye
product didn’t work out
• Sees her Olay Micro-Sculpting Cream
(MSC) and “thinks” she may be running out
so she grabs that too
• On her way to the register, notices a Sonia
Kashuk Eye Shadow Quad that’s labeled
“trendy fall colors” and picks it up to update
her make-up
erist the changing season
Regenwith

TARGET

Olay

STEP 2
• Opens the eye roller as soon as she gets
“I’m getting older and my skin
in her car to see how it feels and loves the
is changing, so I’ll look for a
sensation of the rollerball as she applies itdifferent Olay product that
around her eyes
gives me more moisture.”
• Thrilled with how quickly it works, even
after only a couple of applications
Finds an unopened jar of Olay MSC in
B• Eher
AU
vanity
TYdrawer when she goes to store
her “summer makeup”

$

OF 3
F

CO U PO

Store Familiarity

CO U PO

NS

NS

Olay
moistu rizers

$5

Bounty
Paper Towels

OF F

Tide
deterg ent
$2

OF F
$2

SHOP PING
LIST

OF F

RE

ACTIVITIES

STO

OF F
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$3

TRIGGER

TOOLS

Reviews Super Hyper Hydrator

“It wasn’t my fault. Sephora
makes it too tempting and
easy to buy the latest products.”

Recommendations

rist Roll
ne

BENEFIT

PATH

Sephora Email

“Try it!”

ng Skincare

IGGER

Ooh La Lift

3 DAYS

Allure

ACTIVITIES

PATH

HOME

1 WEEK

SPA

• Endcap
• Magazine ad
• “New” messaging

ll
ba
er

Life & S

ly on the lookout
g new”

Friend
Sales associate
Demo
Manufacturer website
Reviews: Writing

TIME

MOTIVATION

20 MINUTES

SHOPS

•
•
•
•
•

TIME

TOOLS

Retailer e-newsletter
Retailer website
Consumer reviews
Magazine editorial
Purchase incentives

PATH

EKER

TOOLS

ORMATION

•
•
•
•
•

TIME

MATIC

MOTIVATION

Bringing the findings to life visually helps telegraph each shopper’s different journey and needs in the category.
perience Model
Give herself a mood boost
Keep up with the latest trends
Replenish and explore possibilities
Seeing them all together captures how varied their paths are.

• Goes through her Sunday morning ritual of browsing the
coupon section of the Sunday paper
• Sees there is a coupon for $3 off any Olay moisturizer and
immediately clips it – even though she’s not running low yet,

• Reads People magazine while at the gym on her lunch break
when her eye catches a picture of a model with beautiful,
radiant skin

• Remembers her sons have a late football practice, so she has
time to fit in her weekly trip to Target on a weekday instead of
the weekend

• Skin starts feeling drier and she notices rough
patches, so she feels like she needs something
with more moisture in it

• Stops on the page and is pleased to see an article about the

• On her way out, grabs her shopping list, coupon folder and a

• Decides to pick a moisturizer from a different

The final output is the actionable recommendations for the brand based on the learning.

Holistic Shopper Vision
The recommendations have started to positively impact the business.
•
•

Influenced shelving strategy and shelf placement of new items to help drive sales.
Inspired the development of do’s and don’ts guidebooks for e-commerce, the 		
design group and retail customer teams.
• Most importantly, has become a blueprint for all our partner agencies, guiding the 		
team to the most effective holistic solutions.
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A strategic tool
that spans all
shopper decision
points to offer
recommendations
based on the
shopper’s needs.
This document
intends to inspire the
delivery of a unified
brand impression
to the shopper and
to move her to
purchase.

A category-level
understanding of our
shopper’s complex
journey just didn’t exist in
any of our categories. As
sophisticated as our client
is, this way of approaching
and understanding the
shopper had never really
been done.

“

[ShopperScopeSM] was a
particularly powerful process
because it went well beyond
shopper insights.
[This] would not have been
uncovered in traditional consumer
learning formats and has
changed how we think about
communication planning at a
brand and prime prospect level.
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”

– Client Marketing Director

The Approach Transformed the Way
We Do Business.

1. Our clients have embraced understanding shopper journeys as a
mandatory part of their research toolbox across all brands.

2. It has inspired an always-on model for engaging shoppers.
3. The findings have been deployed and leveraged across our partner
agencies, including communication planning.

4. The resulting insights are now integrated into the client’s holistic
briefs at project initiation.
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The findings allow us to view the path to purchase
through a true shopper lens and deliver impactful
messages and interactions at every touchpoint.

